Meet the Team:
Bekki McCormac
A primary focus for Regional Development
Australia Central Coast (RDACC) is creating local
jobs and encouraging employment
opportunities.
In showcasing the people behind RDACC, we
caught up with the team’s newest member,
Bekki McCormac, who has overcome personal
adversity to secure meaningful employment.
Bekki joined RDACC late last year, bringing
energy, an eagerness to learn and enthusiasm
to her role.
We chat to Bekki to hear more about her journey and her work with RDACC.
Tell us about your role at RDACC.
I started working here on 25 October 2021. It has been such an interesting time and I’ve
already learnt a huge amount. I am the Receptionist/Administration Assistant. In this role,
I work closely with Elizabeth Saltwell to support the RDACC team.
You have a fascinating story, can you share some of your journey so far?
In the past I have struggled with addiction and was in and out of rehab from 21 years old. I
was always looking to fill a void in myself, which led to addictions and ultimately
spending time in prison.
Before this, I had worked in some great jobs from nursing assistant in remote areas of
Northern Queensland and the Northern Territory, and as a personal banking assistant for
WESTPAC.
A breakdown triggered me to go off the rails, I returned home to Nowra and spent eight
years in and out of custody and rehab, searching for something. I know now that
something was self-love. I had so many people around me that loved me, I just couldn’t
see it myself.
With the support of my family, I was able to get back on track. Now I have found my
groove and am enjoying the freedom and life away from addiction.
I was interviewed as part of a Four Corners series ‘Women and Prison’ so you can hear
more about my journey in this – Bekki’s Story.

RDACC offered me such an amazing opportunity to get back into the workforce, and
were willing to give me a chance. I’m so grateful to Lawrie and John for giving me this
opportunity.
Creating local jobs is a priority for RDACC, what does it mean for you to have an
opportunity to work here?
It means so much to be able to work here. I did not think I would be able to come back
into the workforce and have such a great job. Sometimes in life I guess we just need to
be given a chance.
The opportunity to work in a great job, with a great team and on the Central Coast is like
a dream come true.
I hope more people have the opportunity to live and work here, and that’s what I love
about being part of RDACC – we are actively advocating to ensure there are more local
jobs, access to services and improved transport.
What do you love most about the Central Coast?
I love the people of the Central Coast and the services it offers. I have been able to build
up a stable a network of friendly people around me that don’t judge and who are willing
to lend a hand.
Mostly I love the people, and I also love that we are close to the mountains and the
ocean.
What do you hope people learn from listening to your story?
I hope that I can inspire other people to have a go and invest time in the services that the
Central Coast has to offer. Believe in yourself and you can make positive changes
towards your future. And remember, people are so willing to help if you ask for it.
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